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Abstract:  The design, fabrication, and properties of one of a new class of 
gradient-index lenses are reported.  The lens is an f/2.25 GRIN singlet based 
on a nanolayered polymer composite material, designed to correct for 
spherical aberration. The light gathering and focusing properties of the 
polymer lens are compared to a homogeneous BK7 glass singlet with a 
similar f-number. The modulation transfer function of the polymer GRIN 
lens exceeded that of the homogeneous glass lens at all spatial frequencies 
and was as much as 3 times better at 5 cyc/mm. The weight of the polymer 
lens was approximately an order of magnitude less than the homogeneous 
glass lens.  
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1. Introduction  

Today’s applications are driving a need for smaller, lighter optical devices without any 
sacrifice in image quality. One way to achieve these goals is to pack more functionality into 
each lens element.  This has renewed the interest in gradient refractive index (GRIN) 
materials, which are a natural choice for compact optical design.  

In nature, where optics are optimized for survival, many species have evolved eyes that 
use index gradients to enhance focusing power, correct aberrations, and reduce the number of 
components needed for an effective optical system [1-4].  Human eyes can produce relatively 
aberration-free images with only two optical components, the cornea and a GRIN crystalline 
lens. GRIN lenses found in nature typically consist of approximately 22,000 nonplanar layers 
of proteins with different refractive indices [5]. Systematic variation in protein and water 
concentration in different layers provides the index gradient [6]. The refractive index range 
(Δn) of a human eye lens is about 0.03 [5], and that of some fish eyes can be as high as 0.22 
[7]. 

Inspired by the biological layer motif, we developed a new class of polymer optics with 
GRIN distributions that can mimic the structures found in biological eyes [8].  The key 
polymer processing techniques involve the assembly of alternating, nanolayered polymer 
compounds. These materials permit the fabrication of polymer GRIN lenses with a variety of 
independently defined index gradients.  

The purpose of the present work is to design, fabricate and evaluate properties of an 
example bio-inspired GRIN lens. The specific lens is relatively fast, at f/2.25, with an index 
gradient designed to correct for spherical aberration. Spherical aberration is the primary 
aberration in fast singlet lenses, ~f/4 or faster: rays near the edge of the lens are focused in 
front of the paraxial focal plane.  Spherical aberration can be reduced by introducing a shorter 
optical path near the lens edges via a lower index. In this paper, the techniques for the design 
and fabrication are described. Then the imaging properties of the bio-inspired polymer GRIN 
lens are compared with those of a homogeneous, commercial glass lens with a similar f/#. 

2. Lens design and fabrication method 

The basic building block of the GRIN lens is a set of transparent nanolayered polymer films, 
each with a specified refractive index. These are prepared using nanolayer polymer 
coextrusion technology, i.e. forced assembly. This technique produces a film with thousands 
of alternating layers of two polymers [9] with the individual layer thickness down to less than 
10 nm [10, 11]. When the layers are sufficiently thin, the material behaves as an effective 
medium. It is transparent and the refractive index can be varied smoothly between those of the 
constituent materials [12] by controlling the relative thickness of the layers.  

The lens fabrication procedure is summarized in Fig. 1. First, a set of transparent 
nanolayered polymer films, each with a specified refractive index, are stacked atop one 
another. The index profile is determined by the order in which the individual 50 μm films are 
stacked. Each film is rotated randomly when stacking in order to minimize the birefringence 
of the final GRIN material. The stack is consolidated at elevated temperatures in a 
compression molder to give a transparent millimeter-scale-thick polymer sheet. This is the 
blank for forming the lens. A meniscus lens with both axial and radial gradients is formed by 
molding them to spherical shapes as shown in Fig. 1.  A plano-convex lens is made by cutting 
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and polishing the concave surface. The final polymer GRIN lens typically contains more than 
400,000 nanolayers.  By comparison, biological gradient index lenses are typically composed 
of tens of thousands of protein layers. Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) can confirm index distributions in the final lens [8].  

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic for the fabrication of a plano-convex GRIN 
lens, starting from a heat-pressed GRIN sheet (top).  The sheet 
is molded between concentric glass molds to form a meniscus 
shape (middle).  After release from the molds, the concave 
surface is polished flat to the white dashed line to form the 
final lens (bottom). 

 
An f/2.25 lens with an index gradient which corrects for spherical aberration was designed 

using an optical ray-tracing program, ZEMAX® (Zemax Development Corporation, Bellevue, 
WA). In the fabrication process shown in Fig. 1, the index contours in the lens are concentric 
spheres which match the curvature of the convex lens surface. Using this constraint, the index 
distribution was optimized in ZEMAX® to minimize spherical aberration and produce the 
smallest focused spot [13-16].  The optimum index gradient in this case was found to be 
formed from a lens blank with an index that varies linearly from 1.57 to 1.53 across the blank. 
The higher index side should be molded to be concave with a 20.67 mm radius of curvature 
and the low-index surface should be molded convex with a radius of curvature of 23.54 mm.  
The concave surface is to be polished flat after it is molded to form the desired gradient.  
Table 1 lists the specifications of the GRIN lens designed for this study. 

Table I. Design specifications for the f/2.25 GRIN lens. 

  
Lens diameter 20 mm 
Clear aperture 18 mm 
Form factor Plano-convex 
Radius of curvature 23.5 mm 
Center thickness 2.87 mm 
Focal length 41.2 mm 
f/# 2.25 
Minimum index 1.53 
Maximum index 1.57 

 
The polymers used to form the lens were poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with a 

refractive index of 1.49 (Plexiglas V920 provided by Atofina Chemicals, Inc), and styrene-
acrylonitrile copolymer with 17 wt % acrylonitrile (SAN17) with a refractive index of 1.57 
(Lustran provided by Bayer AG). A series of 51 compositions of nanolayered films that differ 
in refractive index by about 0.0016 was produced by systematically varying the constituent 

Plano-convex GRIN lens

GRIN nanolayer sheet

Shape the GRIN sheet

Polish the top surface

ΔR=R2-R1

Glass mold with R2

Glass mold with R1

Plano-convex GRIN lens

GRIN nanolayer sheet

Shape the GRIN sheet

Polish the top surface
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ratios during coextrusion. Each of these nanolayered films had a thickness of ~50 μm. The 
nanolayered films were extruded with protective peel-off layers of low density polyethylene. 
The skin layers improved the surface quality of the films and made it easier to exclude 
contaminants during the stacking process, which took place in a class-10,000 clean room. 

The GRIN lens was fabricated to the design specifications starting from a stack of 108 
nanolayered films, representing 27 different refractive indices, selected so that the index 
varied linearly from 1.53 to 1.57. This results in an initial stack ~5 mm thick. The target 
thickness of <3 mm is attained via the compression and molding steps. The large thickness 
differential is chosen in order to provide sufficient driving force during fabrication; the 
fabrications steps are carried out near Tg, where the material is still relatively stiff. The 
transmission of these GRIN stacks was measured using Shack-Hartmann techniques.  In a 
typical stack a RMS optical path difference (OPD) of ±0.12 μm at 632 nm and a peak-to-
valley OPD of 0.64 μm was measured over a 1 cm diameter area. The internal transmission 
loss was less than ~2%. 

After the sheet was molded, the concave side was diamond turned flat (indicated by the 
dashed line in Fig. 1.)  The convex surface was also diamond turned to correct for any residual 
deformations. Both lens surfaces were then measured interferometrically.  The measured 
radius of curvature on the convex side was 23.5 mm. The RMS surface deviations were ±0.2 
μm.  The maximum deviation over the planar surface was less than 1.2 μm.  The finished lens 
had a center thickness of 3.04 ± 0.01 mm.  Its focal length at 632.8 nm was 41.0 mm.  The 
center thickness was a 6% larger than the target value, but the observed focal length differed 
from the design by only 0.5%.  In our design there is a wide tolerance in the center thickness 
provided the index values range between the same absolute values.  

3. GRIN lens optical properties 

An index gradient that corrects for spherical aberration should improve both the image quality 
and ability to collect light.  To illustrate this, direct comparisons are provided below to a 
commercial, biconvex lens made of BK7 glass which has a 38 mm focal length (Newport 
Optics Inc., Irvine, CA, part # KBX049).  Focused light transmitted through pinholes is 
compared first, followed by a comparison between USAF test chart images.  Finally, 
quantitative modulation transfer function curves are measured and compared to one another.  
In each comparison, the GRIN lens demonstrates focusing and imaging properties superior to 
those of the commercial glass lens, which weighed an order of magnitude more than the 
GRIN lens. 

The ability to collect incident light onto a small spot is important for a variety of 
nonimaging applications of fast lenses. It was measured for both the GRIN lens and the glass 
lens by focusing a collimated HeNe laser beam (632.8 nm). The HeNe beam had a Gaussian 
profile and a radius (1/e2) of 8.4 mm. The effective f/# of the lenses in the 17 mm mounts was 
f/2.2 for the homogeneous glass lens and f/2.4 for the GRIN lens.  The maximum transmission 
through a pinhole 50 μm in diameter and one 10 μm in diameter at the focus was measured for 
the GRIN and the glass lens. For the GRIN lens, a transmission of 66% for the 50 μm and 
36% for the 10 μm hole were measured. For the glass lens, the transmissions were 40% and 
28%, respectively. The GRIN lens collected 65% more energy through the 50 μm pinhole and 
29% more energy through the 10 μm pinhole than the homogeneous lens. 
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Fig. 2.  Images of an Air Force resolution chart taken with the GRIN lens (left) and the 
glass lens (right).  The colored bars represent the data displayed in Fig. 3, below.  The 
slightly different sizes result from the different lens focal lengths: 41.0 mm for the GRIN 
lens and 38.2 mm for the glass lens. 

 
Shown in Figs. 2 and 3 is a comparison of the image quality obtained through the two 

lenses, in which it is evident that the contrast of the GRIN image is greatly improved over that 
of the glass lens.  In each case a USAF test chart was placed about 2.5 m from a bare CCD 
camera.  The test charts were laser printed onto standard letter paper and illuminated by a 
quartz-halogen light source, long-pass filtered at 630 nm.  The charts were imaged onto the 
camera by the singlet lenses.  The magnification was 0.017 for the GRIN and 0.016 for the 
homogeneous glass lens. The top-right element (8 mm/lp on the test chart) is focused to about 
65 μm/lp in the image plane.  The images were identically processed to correct for single-
pixel inhomogeneities and illumination nonuniformity. 
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Fig. 3.  Plots of the intensity as a function of position for the data from Fig. 3.  The blue 
(red) curve is for the GRIN (glass) lens data.  The horizontal scale is in pixels for the GRIN 
image (9.85 μm/pxl).  The horizontal axis for the glass data was scaled to match the 
features in the GRIN image. 

 
In Fig. 2, the center of the field or optical axis is near the horizontal bars of the 2nd element 

of the -2 group.  The elements at the bottom corners of the chart are about 3.5° off-axis. At 
this position in the image plane, field (Petzval) curvature causes the blurring in the GRIN 
image.  Also present in the glass lens image, the field curvature is less apparent because the 
blurring due to spherical aberration is too large. 

Figure 3 shows a plot of the intensity as a function of the distance along the solid lines 
drawn through the right set of elements in Fig. 2. This provides an illustration of the 
magnitude of the contrast enhancement in the GRIN image.  While rigorous contrast 
measurements cannot be inferred from 3-bar patterns, and such measurements are further 
complicated on the USAF test chart by the close proximity of all the other elements, the 
measured contrast on the left side of Fig. 3 shows about 3 to 3.5 times better contrast in the 
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GRIN lens.  The spacing of the bars in this region corresponds to spatial frequencies near 5 
cyc/mm. 

Quantitative contrast measurements can be obtained by measuring the modulation transfer 
function (MTF) of the lenses.  This was achieved in two ways.  In one case the MTF was 
measured by resolving a high-contrast edge pattern [17] illuminated with the same filtered 
broadband source used for the images in Fig. 2.  In another, the MTF was calculated from a 
direct measurement of the on-axis point spread function obtained by focusing a large-area, 
collimated laser beam onto the CCD camera. 

To obtain edge data, large black squares were laser printed onto white paper and 
illuminated with the same filtered source in the same position as the test charts of Fig. 2.  
After the raw images were processed in the same way as the images of Fig. 2, edges near the 
center of the field were superresolved using 30 adjacent rows (or columns) of pixels to 
generate an edge profile.  A Savitsky-Golay smoothing algorithm [18, 19] was used to 
generate a smoothed line profile and its first derivative, the line spread function (LSF).  The 
MTF calculated from a Fourier transform of the LSF for a horizontal edge is shown as the 
solid lines in Fig. 4(a).  The MTFs in Fig. 4 are corrected for the CCD resolution.  The MTF 
for the GRIN lens is approximately three times (3x) that of the homogeneous glass lens near 5 
cyc/mm, and is superior at all spatial frequencies to ~30 cyc/mm. 
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Fig. 4. (a). The modulation transfer function (MTF) measured for the GRIN lens (blue) and 
the commercial glass lens (red.)  The solid lines were extracted from an edge analysis of an 
imaged chart, while the dashed lines are MTFs extracted from a focused HeNe laser beam.  
The CCD had a pixel pitch of (8.53 x 9.85) μm. The units of the horizontal axis correspond 
to spatial frequency on the camera. (b) Comparison between measured (dashed) and 
simulated (solid) MTF data for the glass lens. The data curve is identical to the 
corresponding trace in (a). 

 
The modulation transfer function at a single wavelength (632.8 nm) was also calculated 

from images of a focused laser beam. As with the pinhole measurements, the incident laser 
intensity was Gaussian with a 1/e2 intensity radius of 8.4 mm.  Since the focal spot intensity 
varies by several orders of magnitude from the peak to the wings, great care was taken to 
properly account for noise sources within an image via signal averaging and background 
subtraction. The resulting MTF curves for each lens are shown as the dashed lines in Fig. 4(a).  
Comparing the GRIN and homogeneous MTF curves, we see that the MTF of the GRIN lens 
exceeded that of the glass lens at all spatial frequencies measured. Evidence from other 
measurements suggest that the peaks near 30 cyc/mm are due to internal processing 
algorithms in the CCD array for edge enhancement that introduces artifacts at this frequency. 
While still visible, the peak is largely washed out in the glass lens curve because of the 
reduced contrast at these spatial frequencies. 

To verify the measurement technique, the measured MTF curve for the glass lens was 
compared to one predicted by standard ray tracing (ZEMAX®) software.  For a well-
characterized lens, such as the homogeneous BK-7 lens, ray tracing gives an accurate 
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prediction of MTF.  Fig. 4(b) shows good agreement between the measured and predicted 
MTF curves for the glass lens. 

4. Discussion 

It is clear from Figs. 2-4 that the polymer GRIN lens can focus light tighter, has a better MTF, 
and produces a higher image quality than the homogeneous glass lens.  We have verified that 
the GRIN profile provides effective aberration correction in an experimental bio-inspired 
polymer lens.  

The differences in the MTFs derived from images of a focused laser beam and those 
derived from images of objects illuminated with an incandescent light deserve some comment.  
The differences are highlighted in Fig. 5 where the ratios of the GRIN to the glass MTF 
curves are plotted for the different illumination conditions. For the MTF derived from 
imaging high contrast edges, the GRIN lens MTF is three times that of the homogeneous lens 
near 5 cyc/mm, but the ratio falls with increasing spatial frequency.  In this case, the 
illumination was by broadband visible light.  There is no correction for chromatic aberration 
in either lens.  Apparently, spherical aberration dominates at the lower spatial frequencies but 
chromatic aberration becomes important at higher frequencies. For the MTFs derived from 
focused laser spot measurements (dashed curve), the GRIN to homogeneous ratio is relatively 
constant at about two from 5 cyc/mm to 40 cyc/mm. It is reasonable that the maximum value 
for the ratio is smaller than in the edge imaging experiment. In the Gaussian laser beam, the 
intensity is greater near the center of the lens. Since the off-axis rays are less important in 
image formation here, the correction in the GRIN lens provides a smaller advantage. On the 
other hand, in focusing a laser source, chromatic aberration is unimportant. The advantage of 
the spherical aberration correction persists to high spatial frequencies. 
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Fig. 5.  The ratio of the GRIN to the homogeneous lens MTF. The solid 
line is the ratio from an edge analysis of a chart illuminated with 
incandescent light.  The dashed line is from an analysis of a focused 
HeNe laser beam. 

 
The particular homogeneous glass lens was chosen to provide a convenient verifiable 

reference to evaluate the imaging of the GRIN lens. The absolute magnitude of ratios in Fig. 5 
will vary a little for a different reference lens. Ray tracing estimates from ZEMAX® predict 
less than 20% difference in the ratios in Fig. 5 for BK7 lenses with the same focal length but 
different shape factors. There is little doubt that the polymer GRIN lens described here 
provides a superior MTF to a comparable homogeneous glass lens.  

While the focusing and imaging by the bio-inspired GRIN lens was substantially improved 
compared to a homogeneous lens, the GRIN lens design used here should theoretically 
achieve near diffraction-limited performance for normal-incidence laser light. The actual 
focusing is not diffraction limited.  The factors that contribute to the discrepancy in the 
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current lenses may include the residual phase front errors in the lens blanks, the precision in 
the surface finish of the lens after the molding and diamond-turning process, or residual 
birefringence. Many of these effects may be reduced with further processing and fabrication 
improvements. 

One factor that does not appear to affect the lens performance is diffraction of light caused 
by the variation in refractive index along the planar surface of the lens.  Termination of the 
diamond-turned layers on this surface results in small, step discontinuities of the refractive 
index.  The discontinuous changes in index across the surface result in transmitted wavefronts 
which are continuous (the thicknesses of the terminated layers smoothly go to zero) but 
exhibit stepwise discontinuities in their slope.  The effect of these discontinuities can be 
examined in the thin-lens approximation, in which the lens serves as a phase screen with no 
local ray bending within the element.   Within this approximation, the wavefront can be 
computed and compared to a numerically-smoothed version of the wavefront.  Such 
comparisons reveal that the ‘ripple’ due to the step discontinuities in the lens has a magnitude 
<0.01 waves.  Using scalar diffraction theory to model otherwise-perfect lenses with radially 
symmetric phase variations of this magnitude and radial pattern, we find calculated focused 
spots that differ negligibly from ideal Airy patterns.  We conclude that diffractive effects 
caused by the discrete layers in this lens design are negligible. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have shown that the new class of bio-inspired optics introduced in [8] can 
be represented by optical-quality gradient index lenses which outperform commercial glass 
singlets in energy concentration and image quality.  The impact of the gradient index is 
clearly evident by inspection of Figs. 2 and 3.  Inspired by the structure of eyes in nature, the 
lenses are comprised of co-extruded polymer nanolayers which provide iso-index thin films 
which can be stacked in arbitrary order, pressed, molded, and polished into optical-quality 
lenses.  The flexibility of the fabrication method opens the door to a whole new class of 
gradient index optics. 
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